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Introduction

Following a four year review of the Land Sales Act (LSA) and a full review of the
Property Agent and Motor Dealers Act and related legislation, the Queensland
Parliament passed new legislation on 9 September 2014 that will streamline
the sale of property in Queensland. The changes are significant and far reaching
and have been welcomed by the property industry, but of particular interest is
Queensland’s initiatives surrounding the payment of, and dealing with, deposits
under off the plan sale contracts.
As the impacts of the Global Financial Crisis (‘GFC’) rippled throughout the world, Australia was seen to
have weathered the storm better than most of its larger trading counterparts. Government stimulus,
strong pre-existing prudential standards and the China-led resources boom all contributed to Australia’s
relative outperformance.
While in general terms the impacts were not as pronounced in Australia, the extent of the GFC’s impact
varied across states and real estate sectors, however its effects were most severely observable across
some of Australia’s most popular and iconic holiday destinations. It was within these, primarily
discretionary spend locations, where residential apartment fundamentals changed dramatically as
liquidity dried up, supply outweighed demand and values sharply declined. These three characteristics
contributed to mass off the plan contract settlement defaults and exposed developers and financial
institutions, as cash flow from apartment settlements ground to a halt.
In this article, Tom Davis and Anne Hamlyn of our Brisbane office discuss some of the recent changes in
Queensland property legislation and draw upon some recent experiences to highlight the potential impact
of the recently announced legislative changes.
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Maximum deposits

Changes to the legislation vary the maximum deposit payable under an off the plan contract before
instalment contract provisions are activated. Under the current legislation, effectively the maximum
deposit payable for off the plan contracts is 10%. Where a contract obligates a buyer to pay more than
10% of the purchase price without an immediate conveyance, then the contract is deemed to become
an instalment contract which alters the relationship between a buyer and a seller. For example:
•

The buyer has the right to lodge a caveat against the property

•

The buyer has the right to demand a conveyance where one third of the purchase price is paid and
they are not otherwise in default under the contract. In return, the seller is entitled to demand a
mortgage over the property for the remaining two thirds of the purchase price

•

The buyer has 30 days after the due date to settle

•

The seller cannot sell or mortgage the property without the buyer’s consent.

The new legislation has been amended to allow for the maximum deposit to increase to 20% of the
purchase price under off the plan contracts, without activating the instalment contract provisions.
The increase is not mandatory, rather, it gives developers the option to request buyers to pay up to
a 20% deposit.
The change to the maximum deposit has potential implications for developers, financiers and buyers.
Our assessment of the impact to each party is driven by their incentive to implement the change, and in
our view, change cannot be mutually exclusive. That is, developers, financiers and buyers must all adjust
their approach to help facilitate successful change. We say this with the reasonable expectation that all
parties follow a path of least resistance. i.e.:
•

Buyers will naturally gravitate towards developments that require a lower upfront deposit. While
buyers in some overseas countries are accustomed to paying a substantial deposit – or even the
whole purchase price – prior to settlement, the industry standard for residential off the plan sales in
Australia has been 10%.

•

Developers will pursue funding from financiers where the terms are more favourable or the covenants
less onerous.

•

Financiers will offer developers competitive funding terms and covenants to ensure market share is
maintained and ongoing business viability secured.

The path of least resistance also applies to project marketing agents who play an important role in the
development process by securing unconditional off the plan presales to enable developers to qualify for
construction finance. In our experience, project marketing agents focus their resources on developments
that are priced appropriately, are likely to attract good market demand, but importantly, where they see a
simple and unobstructed path to being paid commission.
So what incentive is there for developers to ask, and buyers to pay, a 20% deposit? What role do
financiers play and are there other market participants that could assist with the legislative transition?
Simplistically, the following may depict the interrelationship between buyers, developers and financiers.

De-risks the
development with
financiers potentially
having recourse to a
20% deposit where
buyers default under
the contract.

Financier
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Buyer pays a
20% deposit.

Developer

Potentially more
favourable lending terms
or covenants, i.e. lower
cost of funds, lower
presale covenant,
increased thresholds of
foreign buyers included
in qualifying presales.

Buyer

Developer may offer a
cash incentive at
settlement (price
reduction) in recognition
of the buyer lowering
development risk.

Lower funding costs to
offset price reduction to
entice buyers into paying
a 20% deposit.

There are some interesting discussion points raised by the prospect of the above relationship:
•

By increasing deposits to 20%, are certain segments of the market being priced out? For example,
this may have a particularly adverse effect on the first home buyers’ market and exacerbate an
already well publicised housing affordability debate. Conversely, by increasing deposits to 20%, does
it help to reduce the influence of market speculators?
In our experience, market speculators can further exacerbate the impact of defaults when
markets turn. Their intent is to on-sell the unit at a profit prior to settling. They often use equity
in their existing home to facilitate the provision of a bank guarantee for a 10% deposit and, in
a significant number of cases, couldn’t afford to service the loan required to settle the unit. For
example: a 50 year old single lady employed as a teacher and earning $55,000 pa had used the
equity in her $400,000 home to buy a $650,000 unit on the Gold Coast. In addition when default
issues arise with speculators, we have found these cases to be particularly difficult to resolve
given the bank guarantee is linked to their family home.

•

By requiring 20% deposits, presumably the pool of qualified buyers reduces which may have a flow
through impact on the profitability of development projects. i.e. increased selling timeframes to meet
presale covenants may increase holding costs.

•

If developers are required to offer a cash incentive off the purchase price at settlement (i.e. price
reduction) to incentivise buyers to pay a 20% deposit, will developers then seek to artificially inflate
the purchase price by the cash incentive amount? In past projects, we have seen incentives trigger
valuation issues as valuers subtract the value of the incentive from the purchase price which results in
a lower base value when compared to actual contract price.

•

While it is unrealistic to expect that all off the plan contracts could be underwritten by a 20% deposit,
can financiers seek to diversify risk in development projects by seeking a mixture of deposits ranging
from 10% to 20%? i.e. 50% of presales must have a 20% deposit, 25% have a 15% deposit, etc.
How do developers and marketing agents manage and coordinate the implementation of a tiered
deposit structure?

•

How will financiers (and possibly developers) define which projects require a 20% deposit? Are they
simply higher risk projects where the risk is classified as the location of the project, or is it applied to
the strength of the underlying sponsor as well? Historically, financiers have applied lower LVR or LTC
ratios to account for increased levels of risk. Perhaps increased maximum deposits will be used in
conjunction with this more traditional measure. Exploring this concept of risk further:
–– Do larger developers, or developers with stronger financial positions gain a competitive advantage
over smaller developers by having the capacity to offer up additional equity or security (i.e. bank
guarantee) to financiers and only require buyers to pay a 10% deposit?
–– Does this prejudice certain locations deemed as high risk and stymie development and economic
growth?

•

Will financiers consider an increase in the allowable allocation of foreign presale buyers into qualifying
presales where 20% deposits are held? In Queensland, our understanding is the current thresholds
applied by financiers range from nil allocation through to 30%, however most sit within the 15–25%
range.

•

In an already competitive lending environment where margins are reducing, do financiers have the
ability or appetite to offer more favourable lending covenants or terms of finance in recognition of
reduced risk? Under the assumption financiers don’t amend lending terms or covenants, is there a
role the State Government can play by offering developers reductions on duties and taxes (i.e.
infrastructure charges) to assist in incentivising them (and financiers) to seek a 20% deposit?

Through the GFC, financiers were exposed for having borne a greater proportion of the economic/
market interest (and risk) given the leverage used in development projects and their complete reliance on
buyers settling contracts to repay debt. This contrasted to buyers where some saw their exposure being
limited to 10%, notwithstanding the contracts they had signed. i.e. if they were ‘out of the money’ many
buyers saw their downside as limited to 10% and were happy to walk away.
In our experience, the ‘out of the money’ threshold sits between 15% and 20%. That is, if the
market value of a unit is deemed to be within 20% of the contract price, buyers will generally
continue a meaningful dialogue and intent to settle, bearing in mind intent to settle is very different
to capacity to settle. Once the reduction is greater than 20%, our experience indicates the
willingness to settle reduces. There are permutations to this theory – i.e. where the end user is
an owner occupier, they generally have a stronger emotional connection to the purchase and are
more likely to be motivated to settle. This compares to an investor who is predominately driven by
financial return or a speculator who was looking to make a profit on settlement.
In consideration of this historical perspective, the changes to the maximum deposit legislation offers an
opportunity to more evenly spread risk in development projects. However, without government incentives
on duties and taxes, we see financiers having a critical ‘linking’ role to play in transitioning the change
into market practice. We say this under the presumption that buyers will generally resist the change given
their propensity to use less, rather than more, equity for a deposit and developers will resist given they
are generally reliant on buyers unconditionally committing to projects given presale covenants required
for finance approval. While there is, and always will be, varying levels of risk appetite amongst financiers
for development projects, without some broad recognition and adoption of the increased maximum
deposit, there is the risk that the status quo remains. In particular, in a low credit growth environment
such as that being experienced currently, we speculate that financiers are unlikely to change prudential
requirements around deposits on off the plan contracts and potentially disadvantage themselves relative
to their competitors. As a result, without wholesale agreement between financiers to implement change,
perhaps the most likely outcome is that financiers will apply the increased maximum deposit
discretionarily where circumstances suggest increased levels of risk.
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Disputed deposits

When a buyer fails to settle an off the plan contract, in our experience often both the buyer and seller
claim entitlement to the deposit, and dispute its disbursement to the opposing side. Even in
circumstances where the buyer is in default, a buyer needs merely to raise a dispute under current
legislation to prevent the deposit holder (usually the developer’s lawyer) from releasing funds. Where
release of the deposit is disputed, the deposit holder can only release it by:
•

Mutual agreement between the developer and buyer, or

•

Court order.

Even in circumstances where a buyer appears to have no entitlement to the deposit given default under
the off the plan contract, disputing its release can be a tactic used to initiate a negotiation with the
developer.
In our experience, buyers can often seek to negotiate unrealistic outcomes by claiming entitlement
to at least 50% of the deposit with little intent of incurring the cost of legal advisors. In these
instances, negotiations can often become protracted and it is then incumbent on the developer
to initiate legal proceedings where resolution is often expensive and with no guarantee of the
outcome.
Under the new legislation, amendments will allow for disputed deposits to be dealt with by the deposit
holder (who must be a law practice or potentially a real estate agent). If the deposit holder rationally and
equitably believes that either the buyer or developer is entitled to the deposit, it can give a 60-day notice
to both parties stating their intention to disburse the funds. If no agreement is reached or no proceedings
issued, within the 60-day period, the deposit holder may disburse the funds as outlined in the 60-day
notice. Importantly, provided the deposit holder follows the correct procedure in providing the 60-day
notice before disbursing the funds, it will not be liable for inappropriate disbursement of funds. However,
this does not prevent a disgruntled party from claiming against the recipient of the payment.
The amendments have considerable implications for developers, particularly in instances where buyers
have no apparent legal entitlement to the deposit. Rather than gaining a seat at the negotiation table
through merely disputing the release of the deposit, buyers will be required to incur the cost of legal
advisors to substantiate their position. This should reduce the number of vexatious disputes being lodged
by buyers.
With deposits often forming a considerable component of household wealth, we expect aggrieved parties
will continue to dispute their entitlement to deposits. Our interpretation of the legislative amendments is
to introduce a defined timeframe in an attempt to accelerate outcomes, either through negotiation or the
commencement of proceedings.
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Summary

The amendments are expected to improve, but not perfect, how deposits are dealt with for off the plan
contracts or disputes. Increasing the maximum deposit under off the plan contracts to 20% is a market
leading initiative for Queensland and its implementation and general acceptance by developers, buyers
and financiers will no doubt be watched by the other states with great interest. Similarly, the ability for
deposit holders to deal proactively, rather than reactively, with disputed deposits should contribute to
more efficient and equitable outcomes for buyers and developers.
In addition to the topics covered above, there are many other procedural changes which will be
welcomed by buyers, sellers and agents alike, as they simplify all aspects of real estate transactions.
Changes to the legislation are intended to be effected towards the end of this year, and implemented
concurrently.
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